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Abstract—Recently has emerged the concept of transiently powered systems powered by harvesting power and being able to retain information between power failures using non-volatile RAM. While existing solutions focus on purely computing systems, this article presents Sytare, a software layer designed to allow the use of non-trivial peripherals such as timers, serial interface or radio devices in transiently powered systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Using a battery in tiny embedded systems can be undesirable or even impractical [2]. In such cases, the system must harvest energy from its environment but it must then cope with an unreliable power supply. One obvious nuisance of transient power is that the system will lose every volatile state at each power failure. Recent advances in non-volatile memories allow to envision tiny systems that do not lose their data in case of power outage. However, naively replacing RAM with NVRAM has undesirable side-effects. To remedy this problem, recent works propose to detect when a power failure is about to happen, and then save processor state to NVRAM before halting execution. This mechanism is called checkpointing, and data structures that contain such data are called checkpoints. However, these studies tend to focus on the computational angle and ignore peripheral accesses.

The problem we address is to make hardware peripherals persistent across reboots so that the application does not notice power failures.

The first issue is to cope with the volatility of peripheral state. Capturing and restoring the internal state of peripherals require more complex techniques than doing so for application state. Existing works on transiently powered systems either ignore peripherals completely, or use hard-coded workarounds [3] to configure the hardware before restoring application state. We propose a technique to address this problem in the general case. Our approach is completely transparent for the application, and requires little modification of driver code.

The second issue is to cope with power failures occurring in the middle of a hardware request being serviced. Even if the state of a peripheral is non-volatile (either using non-volatile memory, or some software technique) a power failure may not be transparent for the user program. For instance, consider an application sending a radio packet using a send_message() function call. Now a power failure happens, in the middle of the transmission. At next boot, it would not make sense to “send half of the packet”. Not only because the receiver may be gone, but also because the hardware has no concept of “half packet”. This kind of problem arises even with simple peripherals such as an ADC (Analog-to-digital converter). If the power failure is to get unnoticed by application code, then the whole hardware access must be retried. We will refer to this issue as the peripheral access atomicity problem. The peripheral access atomicity problem has also been referred to as the Broken Time Machine problem [4].

The third issue is to deal with interrupts. When an interrupt signals that an event has occurred, the software stack must handle it, since interrupt handling may require to modify data and peripherals state shared with the (interrupted) application. Thus, interrupts must be handled carefully or they can lead the application to consistency issues.

Existing works do not address these three problems in a satisfactory fashion.

II. THE SYTARE KERNEL

In this Section, we first consider that the execution flow can only be interrupted by powerloss detection interrupt, then we describe how we deal with other interrupts, finally the complete execution flow of Sytare is described.

A. Sequential execution

Our approach to provide peripheral state persistence revolves around the interface between application code and driver code. We interpose a so-called kernel layer between the two, so as to intercept requests and responses. The Sytare kernel is responsible for persistence management, which includes saving and restoring application state to and from non-volatile memory. Driver code contains all functions which provide access to hardware features. In Sytare, if an application needs to invoke a driver function, it can only do so via system call (or syscall) mechanism implemented in the kernel. We used this denomination by analogy with the homonymous concept in classical kernels. In practice, a syscall is a thin wrapper around a driver function, adding the necessary features to address the atomicity problem.

The Sytare kernel ensures that, if the application is interrupted by a power failure, its state is saved and then at next boot it will restored. In the same manner, the Sytare kernel ensures that, if a syscall is interrupted by a power failure, then at next boot it will be re-invoked in the same conditions (arguments, hardware state, etc.). This piece of information is stored in non-volatile memory in a data structure we refer to as a device context. The device contexts are saved to persistent memory not upon power failures, but upon entering/exiting syscalls. Also, system calls are executed in a volatile fashion, i.e. nothing a syscall does is made persistent until execution returns to the application. For instance, we forbid application code to directly use memory-mapped registers to communicate with a hardware device. Instead, we require this service to be encapsulated in a driver function and invoked explicitly from the application. A driver may call primitives from other drivers, for instance our radio chip driver is built on top of the SPI driver, which itself requires digital I/O.

Restoring the state of a hardware device typically requires non-trivial operations like configuring some I/O pins, communicating over a serial bus (which itself should be initialized first), respecting certain timing constraints etc. While it may be conceivable for a persistence kernel to perform all these operations transparently, in Sytare we require some cooperation from the drivers developer: storing state in a device context, implementing a restore() function and a save() function for each driver.
A complete state machine of Sytare’s control flow is given in the next Section.

B. Interrupt handling

A standard approach for interrupt handling in operating systems consists in splitting interrupt handlers into two parts [1]. When an interrupt occurs, it is immediately handled by the operating system that executes a so-called top-half routine with IRQs disabled. This routine typically acknowledges the interrupt, and registers a deferrable bottom-half in charge of handling the lengthy operations associated with the interrupt. In Sytare, bottom halves are at the moment designed to be non-nestable, i.e., no other bottom half can be run when a bottom half is interrupted, but interrupts are left enabled in order to be able to react upon powerloss occurrence.

While an interrupt top-half takes care of very low-level operations, the application developer is likely to request peripheral access from a bottom half. For instance if the application developer wants to read a radio packet upon radio reception interrupt, it might be natural to call relevant syscalls in the dedicated user-written interrupt handling procedures. To this extent bottom halves are allowed to use syscalls in the exact same way as application code would.

C. Sytare’s complete control flow

Figure 1 depicts as a state machine Sytare’s control flow. Sytare always starts in Boot state, runs the corresponding code and switches to either Init state or Restore state depending on the presence of a former valid checkpoint. Init state initializes kernel variables and user application environment, then switches to App state. Restore state restores user context and device contexts and switches to a state depending on the powerloss detection that caused the checkpoint being restored happened respectively during the App state or the Syscall state. Whenever the application calls a syscall, control flow switches from App state to Syscall state. When a syscall returns, control flow switches back into App state. When powerloss detection occurs, control flow switches to Checkpoint state which performs the necessary memory transfers and waits for the hardware to shutdown.

![Complete state machine of Sytare](image)

When an interrupt occurs in either state App or Syscall, the control flow transitions to state Kernel Interrupt top half in charge of performing interrupt acknowledgment and scheduling the corresponding interrupt handler.

### Interrupt Source | Top Half Execution Time (µs)
--- | ---
GPIO | 20
Radio packet reception | 1603

**Fig. 2.** Median top half execution times for common interrupt sources.

bottom half. When a bottom half is scheduled, the control flow goes to state Bottom half. The state machine formed by the subset of states Bottom half and Bottom half syscall behaves exactly the same as the state machine formed by states App and Syscall.

When an interrupt other than powerloss detection occurs during App or Syscall state, code goes to state Kernel Interrupt top half. If the user has registered a bottom-half for the given interrupt, the top half schedules the bottom-half to be run before resuming the interrupted application or syscall. So when the top-half is done, code goes to state Bottom half. When the bottom-half is done, code goes back to Kernel Interrupt top half and then back to either App or Syscall depending on the state when the interrupt occurred. Interrupts are enabled in Bottom half and Bottom half syscall.

III. Experimental results

We use a handful of benchmark applications with various levels of interaction with peripheral devices.

Basically, our experimental results show that:

- Sytare successfully saves and restores peripherals states even if powerloss happened during the execution of complex hardware services involving several drivers (radio frontend accessed through SPI bus).
- Sytare has low impact on performance: the execution time of an application on top of Sytare is increased by 1-3% depending on applications. These results do not take into account the time spent saving/restoring contexts.
- The time spent to restore contexts because of powerlosses is heavily dependent on the devices used.
- Latency between interrupt occurrence and bottom half execution is rather small and acceptable even if the platform is powered only during a few milliseconds. Examples of latency, or top half execution time, are given in Figure 2.

IV. Conclusion

We described Sytare, an operating system kernel that allows an application to execute without noticing power failures on a tiny embedded systems harvesting energy from its environment. We addressed especially the problem of making hardware peripherals persistent across reboots.
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